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Large format printing popularity has exploded in the last decade. 
Walk into any restaurant, retail store, or event and it is easy to spot 
the materials, accessories, and applications of oversize prints. 

Quik Print’s in house Large Format department makes oversize 
printing affordable and easy. With competitive pricing and fast turn 
around times, our printing experts can offer practical solutions to 
any event, budget, or deadline. 

Large format printing takes your brand to the next level of design, 
from paltry office copier prints to professional signage that tells your 
customers you are ready to do business.

Quik Print offers an extensive selection of materials and services to 
make an impact at your next event, whether it’s an expo or another 
Monday. There’s no better time to make an investment in your brand.

Make sure you are being  

seen with large format

+Display



Perfect for storefronts where space is limited or an extra 
layer of security is necessary to obstruct views. Our 50/50 
Window Perf has a white front with a black adhesive back 
and can easily be installed without prior experience. Double 
Sided Decal is opaque on both sides for an extra security 
option. 

MATERIALS 50/50 Window Perf, Double Sided Decal,  
Static Cling, NoLite Silver Back, Backlit

COMMON SIZES 12” x 18”  |  18” x 24”  |  22” x 28”  |  24” x 36”

ACCESSORIES Hanging Sign Kit

WINDOW DISPLAYS

NOTES: For installing 50/50 Window Perf, use a solution of water with a small amount of soap. A wet surface allows for easy repositioning.
Allow an extra 2-3 business days for Double Sided Decal. 

NOTES:

OUTDOOR BANNERS

Quik Print’s outdoor banners are great for creating a high-
visibility, durable display for events and advertisements. Our 
Mesh Banner allows for a 37% air flow perforated material 
(left). Vinyl Banner edges can be sewn for added protection.  
Eco-Solvent inks allow for outdoor use in the sun.

MATERIALS Vinyl Banner, Mesh Banner 

COMMON SIZES 36” x 60”  |  48” x 96”  |  48” x 120”  |  60” x 144”

ACCESSORIES Grommets, In-Ground Banner Frames, Zip Ties, Ball Bungees, 
Wind Slits

Wind slits are eight inch half radius cuts, and are placed every 16 - 20 inches apart on your banner. 
Wind slits can only be added to vinyl banners.

INDOOR BANNERS

Choose vinyl banner with grommets for a self-hanging 
display. Polystyrene is excellent for long-term use. 
Polypropylene Banner offers a smooth, sleek surface for 
retractable banners. Use 20# bond for an inexpensive, 
short-term announcement. See our selection of accessories 
for more display options.

MATERIALS Polypropylene Banner, Presentation Gloss, 20# Bond,
Polystyrene, Vinyl Banner (1- or 2-sided)

COMMON SIZES 24” x 36”  |  24” x 72”  |  36” x 72”  |  36” x 96”

ACCESSORIES Tristand Banner Stand, Retractable Banner Stand, 
Hanging Sign Kit, Grommets

NOTES: Polypropylene Banner may curl over time in high humidity; 20# Bond Paper is not recommended for high-saturation.

PRODUCTS
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Foam Board signage is a MUST for all events, sales, and 
indoor directional displays. Increase sales and awareness 
with our high-visibility, inexpensive foam board displays. 
Easel back sign props make it easy to assemble and display 
your announcement at your front counter or entryway.  
Use double-sided foam tape or velcro to position your  
sign on walls.

MATERIALS 1/2” or 3/16” Foam Board or Gator Board in W/W/W or 
W/B/B, Foam PVC 48pt Sintra Board

COMMON SIZES 12” x 18”  |  18” x 24”  |  22” x 28”  |  24” x 36”

ACCESSORIES Easel Backs, Floor Sign Holder, Sandwich Boards, Velcro,
Double-Sided Foam Tape

FOAM BOARDS

NOTES: (Left: art by various artists at Mind Bender Tattoo).

YARD SIGNS

Corrugated plastic signs are great temporary signage that 
are easy to set up and take down. Print one- or two-sided for 
retail sales and a variety of other announcements. Perfect 
for political signs, open houses, or special events. Use in 
combination with our popular H Stakes. 

MATERIALS Corrugated Plastic

COMMON SIZES 12” x 18”  |  18” x 24”

ACCESSORIES    H Stakes

NOTES:

COMPANY SIGNS

Quik Print offers a variety of choices for displaying your 
company brand both indoors and outdoors. Our custom 
cutting capabilities and UV cured inks give you flexibility 
when selecting the right substrate and shape for your sign. 
Choose from plastic, metal, acrylic, or customer supplied 
options. Use our custom cutting services to cut your logo or 
shape from the material of your choice. 

MATERIALS PVC, Acrylic, Aluminum .040, Aluminum Composite, Customer 
Supplied Wood/Tempered Glass, CAD Cut Vinyl

COMMON SIZES 12” x 48”  |  20” x 30”  |  48” x 96”

ACCESSORIES Velcro, Stand-Off Mounts, Foam Tape

NOTES: Allow an extra 1-2 business days for Die Cutting. 

H Stakes are available in 15” or 30”. Text Margins should be 1” from all edges. 

PRODUCTS
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A beautiful home for sale should have a beautiful real estate 
sign printed to match! Customize your real estate display 
with a full color, 2-sided print on Polystyrene .040 or PVC for 
the most durable signage available. We can even drill the 
sign to match existing sign stand measurements, or choose 
from one of our metal real estate sign accessories for a sleek, 
minimalist approach.

REAL ESTATE

MATERIALS PVC, Aluminum Composite

COMMON SIZES 12” x 18”  |  18” x 24”  |  24” x 36”  

ACCESSORIES Metal Real Estate Sign

NOTES: Customer must supply precise measurements for all drilled items for optimum installation of the product. 

TRADE SHOW POP DISPLAYS

Pop Displays are the most commonly used product accessory 
for expo events. The key to a successful event display is this 
easy-to-assemble system that is compact and easy to transport. 
This display even comes with a wheeled hard case and lights. 
Combined with full color graphics printed on Polypropylene 
Banner or Polystyrene .020, your booth is sure to be a hit. 
Please allow extra time for delivery. 

MATERIALS Polypropylene Banner, Polystyrene .020

SIZE 91” x 88” x 12”

ACCESSORIES Trade Show Pop Display

NOTES: Accessory includes: 3 display lights, magnetic strips, channel bars, face panels and wheeled carrying case. Cases are injection molded plastic and 
includes a padded protective bag and wheels. Printing cost is separate. Special order item. Please allow extra time for delivery. 

POSTERS AND ART PRINTS

Calling all artists! Quik Print has a vast selection of rigid 
and rolled substrates to showcase your most brilliant work. 
Premium Photo Papers combined with excellent quality of 
printing will bring your art to life for your clients. Print on 
canvas and have it wrapped in a variety of sizes. 

MATERIALS Artist Photo Canvas, Photo Paper, Customer Supplied
14pt C2S, 24pt C2S, Presentation Gloss, Gator Board

COMMON SIZES 8” x 10”  |  11” x 14”  |  16” x 20”  |  24” x 36”

ACCESSORIES Gallery Framing, Die Cutting, Stand-Off Mounts, Velcro, 
Double-sided tape, Magnet Adhesive Strips

NOTES: (Left: Art by Tanner Pratt). Customer Supplied materials must be flat and rigid, up to 63” wide by any length.
Allow an extra 7-10 business days for gallery wrapping. 

PRODUCTS
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CAD CUT VINYL

CAD Cut Vinyl is sleek and professional die-cut signage ideal 
for any business store front and window displays. Business 
names, store hours, or information is printed on a permanent 
vinyl adhesive and then die-cut out into the shapes of letters or 
numbers. Quik Print offers site surveying, on-site installation,  
and removal. 

MATERIALS CAD Cut Vinyl 6mil, Label White Vinyl

SERVICES Plotter Cutting, On-Site Installation

CHALKBOARD VINYL

This product is a true black, slightly textured vinyl that 
elevates the humble chalkboard into a dynamic new media 
for commercial and residential use. Make a chalkboard the 
size of a wall in a fraction of the time it takes with messy 
paint. Print your logo or menu offerings directly onto the 
material. The cost of white ink is included with the price of the 
Chalkboard Vinyl material. 

MATERIAL Chalkboard Vinyl

SIZE 48” wide x any length

NOTES:

VEHICLE ADVERTISING

Vehicle Magnets are a great way to brand commercial 
vehicles without breaking the bank. A reliable alternative 
to vehicle wraps and more permanent vinyl lettering, these 
signs can be easily removed, and are inexpensive enough 
to update every year or two. 50/50 Perforated Window 
Vinyl can be easily installed and removed. The 50/50 hole 
spacing is graded for vehicles so drivers can see out easily.

MATERIALS Magnet Material, 50/50 Window Perforated Vinyl

COMMON SIZES 12” x 18”  |  18” x 24”

NOTES:

After your Chalkboard Vinyl is applied, cover the writing area with 100% standard white chalk. Let sit for a 5 minutes and then erase. 
Your chalkboard is ready to use! To erase, use warm, soapy water (never chemicals).

Magnet material is .040” thick and comes with a white face that will make your colors pop. 

PRODUCTS
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PHOTO MATTE

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

36” wide up to 1440 dpi .25” on left and right

A heavyweight paper, Photo Matte paper is the perfect solution for  
high-quality output. This paper is engineered to give you the highest 
resolution and color saturation possible for a matte paper.

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

54” wide up to 1440 dpi .25” on left and right

This premium, semi-gloss canvas is ideal for photographs and 
artistic prints. It works well with leading brands of liquid coatings. 
It also has excellent flexibility so it can be stretched and folded 
without cracking. Extra 4.5” bleed (all sides) required for gallery 
wrapping. Allow an extra 7-10 business days for wrapping.

ARTIST PHOTO CANVAS

PHOTO GLOSS

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

36” wide up to 1440 dpi .25” on left and right

Ideal for indoor posters or photo prints. This lightweight material 
features a super high gloss finish for extra-vibrant colors that pop.  
This sturdy paper has a 10mil base that can handle the rigors of 
packaging for resale and will stand the test of time without yellowing.

PHOTO LUSTER

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

36” wide up to 1440 dpi .25” on left and right

Traditionally used for wedding and family portraits, this premium 
Photo Luster paper delivers highly saturated prints by offering 
maximum ink coverage and super-rich blacks for true photographic 
reproductions.

photo papers
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VINYL BANNER (SINGLE SIDED OR DOUBLE SIDED)

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

Single Sided: 102” wide
Double Sided: 63” wide

up to 1440 dpi needs 1” each side for seams

Quik Print offers a high-gloss 14oz scrim banner for single-sided 
use, and a matte-finish double-sided banner. Both banners are great 
for indoor and outdoor use with grommets and finished edges. See 
the Accessories section for information about adding Wind Slits to 
your outdoor banner! 

POLYPROPYLENE BANNER

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

50” wide up to 1440 dpi 0.25” from edges

This 8mil satin-finish banner material is ideal for trade shows, events, 
and displays. Produce prints with vibrant color and eye-catching 
image quality. Best for 2-week use or shorter due to humidity-
induced curling of the edges over extended periods.

MESH BANNER

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

54” wide up to 1440 dpi 0.25” from edges

Strip Mesh Plus is an 8 oz., coated polyester mesh banner material 
with a PVC film backing. The backer creates an air-tight print surface 
to prevent ink spray through during printing. The backer is easily 
removed after printing. The material allows 37% air-flow and is ideal 
for banners, protective barriers, and fence wraps.

BACKLIT MATERIAL

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

60”  wide up to 1440 dpi 0.25” from edges

This translucent, polyester-coated backlit film is designed for top 
quality graphic arts application in light boxes with high contrast. 
The semi-matte coating reduces glare and provides high-quality 
image density. The 8mil base provides good rigidity for installation.

NOLITE SILVER BACK

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

36”  wide up to 1440 dpi 0.25” from edges

NoLite creates the high-dimension look of Backlit Material without 
the need for an illuminated back. It is a cost-effective solution for 
trade show graphics, with a matte, scratch-resistant coating which 
produces excellent image and color pop.

banner stocks
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ACRYLIC (1/8” | 1/4” | 1/2”)

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

4’ x 8’ up to 1200 x 1200 dpi edge to edge

A shatter-proof alternative to glass, clear acrylic is an easy way 
to elevate your displays from bland to sophisticated. Add white 
ink behind translucent CMYK to accent specific elements. See our 
Accessories section for stand-off mounts and other hanging options.
Ask about available acrylic colors. 

ALUMINUM .040 (WHITE OR BRUSHED)
A standard aluminum alloy sheet with moderate to high strength. 
Choose from brushed aluminum or white aluminum. Reasonable 
bend radius and corrosion resistant. Great for outdoor signage. 
Add clear or white ink for extra emphasis.

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

4’ x 8’ up to 1200 x 1200 dpi edge to edge

ALUMINUM COMPOSITE (WHITE OR BRUSHED)
This product has two lightweight aluminum facers (white or brushed) 
with a solid polyethylene core. The perfect solution for indoor/
outdoor permanent applications. High quality polyester paint finish. 
Can be drilled, cut, sheared, or routed. Half the weight of traditional 
aluminum.

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

4’ x 8’ up to 1200 x 1200 dpi edge to edge

CORRUGATED PLASTIC
This 4mm fluted, polypropylene material is an economical alternative 
to other rigid sign materials. It offers great value for short-term use, yet 
durable enough to withstand drastic weather changes. Perfect for yard 
signs, campaigns, and sales. See our Accessories section for H-stake 
pricing. Add grommets to hang.

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

4’ x 8’ up to 1200 x 1200 dpi edge to edge

COVER STOCKS (GLOSS OR UNCOATED)

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

28” x 40” up to 1200 x 1200 dpi edge to edge

Choose from 14pt C2S, 24pt C2S gloss stocks, or uncoated 
100# cover. These high-quality cover stocks are great for large 
posters, signs, menu boards, and so much more.

r ig id mater ials
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Ask about adding clear or white ink to any rigid material order!

FOAM BOARD (1/2” OR 3/16”, W/W/W OR W/B/B)

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

4’ x 8’ up to 1200 x 1200 dpi edge to edge

Our most popular product, Foam Board has thin styrene facers and 
a lightweight foam core center that make it ideal for temporary 
signage at trade shows and point-of-purchase. Both 3/16” and 
1/2” sizes are available in all white or white with black back and 
black core.

GATOR BOARD (1/2” OR 3/16”, W/W/W OR W/B/B)

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

4’ x 8’ up to 1200 x 1200 dpi edge to edge

Gator Board is a lightweight, rigid display board with a polystyrene 
core and white surface. The core is very dense and firm and the 
surface is a wood fiber veneer laminate mixed with resin for water 
resistance. Gator Board cuts cleanly with a knife, saw, or router. 
Use it for your most durable displays and signage.

PVC 3MM (WHITE/WHITE OR WHITE/BLACK)

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

4’ x 8’ up to 1200 x 1200 dpi edge to edge

PVC is bright white and more durable than Foam Board and Gator 
Board options. It is lightweight enough to mount onto sandwich 
boards (see Accessories section), and durable enough to resist 
excessive handling at trade show events or outside retail shops. 
Comes in white/white or white/black.

SINTRA BOARD

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

4’ x 8’ up to 1200 x1200 dpi edge to edge

Sintra PVC Foam Board is a durable PVC sheet. Sintra PVC Foam 
Board is thinner than PVC 3mm, but still durable enough for many 
occasions. Sintra PVC Foam is great for photo mounting, display 
construction, and a variety of other uses. Excellent for outdoor use.

r ig id mater ials
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WALL GRAPHIC

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

48” wide up to 1440 dpi 0.25” from edges

Wall Graphics are innovative new products that are fast and easy 
to install. This removable adhesive allows for easy installation. Use 
Wall Graphics for retail signage, temporary art installations, and 
much more. 

REMOVABLE FLOOR GRAPHIC

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

54” wide up to 1440 dpi 0.25” from edges

This removable adhesive allows for easy installation. Floor Graphic 
is textured for no-slip and ideal for directions and points of sale. 
This floor graphic is removable and approved for both indoor and 
outdoor use. Recommended for short term use. Please allow 48 hour 
minimum production time for curing.

OUTDOOR FLOOR GRAPHIC

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

54” wide up to 1440 dpi 0.25” from edges

Great for concrete and asphalt. This material has a very aggressive 
adhesive on the back side and the front is laminated with an 
approved no-slip texture. For outdoor use only. Please allow 48 hour 
minimum production time for curing.

INDOOR FLOOR GRAPHIC

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

54” wide up to 1440 dpi 0.25” from edges

Great for store displays and carpets. This material has a removable 
adhesive on the back side and the front is laminated with an 
approved no-slip texture. For indoor use only. Please allow 48 hour 
minimum production time for curing.

CAD CUT VINYL
CAD Cut Vinyl is sleek and professional die-cut signage ideal for 
any business store front and window displays. Business names, store 
hours, or information is printed on a permanent vinyl adhesive and 
then die-cut out into the shapes of letters or numbers.

adhes ives

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

54” wide up to 1440 dpi 0.25” from edges



STATIC CLING

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

63” wide up to 1440 dpi 0.25” from edges

Static cling vinyl can be used to create graphics for any glass 
surface, including office and retail doors, display cases, and 
beverage coolers. Graphics can be reverse printed and viewed 
by people outside your store or office. The vinyl also clings without 
adhesive to many smooth, glossy plastic and shiny metal surfaces. 
Removable cling that is great for repositioning. 
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50/50 WINDOW PERFORATED VINYL

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

54” wide up to 1440 dpi 0.25” from edges

50/50 window perf is an 8-mil black/white composite PVC 
with 1.5mm perforations and a release liner for clean printing. 
ClassicVue’s small hole diameter and 50/50 pattern make it ideal 
for vehicle/fleet window graphics, windows, and so much more.

DOUBLE SIDED DECAL

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

54” wide up to 1440 dpi 0.25” from edges

These window graphics are truly a remarkable product. This window 
adhesive is completely opaque and double sided. Not recommended 
for reuse. Please allow 48 hour minimum production time for curing.

LABEL STOCK (CLEAR OR WHITE)

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

54” clear, 54” white up to 1440 dpi 0.25” from edges

3mm Clear with Removable Adhesive: 3mm flexible clear vinyl with 
removable adhesive for use on flat or simple curve surfaces. 

3mm White Gloss Vinyl Permanent Gray Adhesive: Gray adhesive 
adds to opacity for a solid look. Great for bumper stickers.

and cl ings



POLYSTYRENE (.020 | .030 | .040)

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

4’ x 8’ up to 1200 x 1200 dpi edge to edge

Polystyrene has a white surface with exceptional ink receptivity. A 
matte finish reduces glare. Thin .020 sheets can be rolled into tubes 
for a creative direct mail piece. Medium .030 is both durable, 
and lightweight for easy display. Thicker .040 can be used in real 
estate signs (see Accessories section). 

CHALKBOARD VINYL (ADHESIVE BACK)
This true black, slightly textured vinyl sticks to virtually any flat 
surface. The deep rich black makes chalk and liquid chalk ink pop. 
To prep vinyl, cover the writing area with standard white chalk. Let 
sit for a few minutes and erase with felt eraser.  Liquid chalk: wipe 
spray with water, wait 30 sec., wipe clean. Never use cleaners.

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

48” wide up to 1200 x 1200 dpi edge to edge

MAGNET MATERIAL

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

24” wide up to 1200 x 1200 dpi edge to edge

This printable white magnet material is permanently magnetized, 
flexible and removable. It sticks to any steel surface and is tough 
enough for outdoor vehicle magnet signage. Also ideal for indoor 
advertising and crafts. 

MAX SIZE SPECS MATERIALS MARGINS

up to 42” 1.7 mil no metal or plastic edge to edge

Turn a printed foam board into a custom dry erase board that 
easily wipes clean and preserves your print. Other custom dry 
erase board prints fade over time with the use of heavy chemical 
cleaners. This laminate can last for years without reprinting! Create 
calendars, production boards, maps, and other projects.

DRY ERASE LAMINATE

CUSTOMER SUPPLIED

MAX SIZE MATERIALS MARGINS

98” x 51” x 4” Rigid Only edge to edge

Quik Print offers large, flat bed printing with a variety of custom 
materials including wood, tempered glass, metal, plastic, and even 
doors! Materials must be rigid (not rolled or fabric), completely flat, 
and have all hardware removed. All material must be approved 
before printing.  

14

spec ia lty stocks
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MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

36” x 150’ up to 300 dpi 0.25” from edges

Regular 20# bond paper, comes in 36” rolls. Perfect for architectural 
drawings, inexpensive banners, and display mock-ups. Our HP 
DesignJet printer can print in color or black. Heavy saturation not 
recommended due to the light weight of the paper.

20# BOND 

PRESENTATION GLOSS

MAX SIZE RESOLUTION MARGINS

63” wide up to 1440 dpi 0.25” from edges

Presentation Gloss paper is a multilayer, water resistant, semi-glossy 
white paper with high scratch resistance. It is an inexpensive option 
for photos and art reproductions. The semi-gloss finish makes it a 
good material for framed pieces without reflecting too much glare.

BASIC stocks
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Accommodates banners, posters and polystyrene signs up to 24” 
wide by virtually any length. Other widths available.

PRODUCT TEMPLATE VISIBLE AREA TEXT MARGINS

hanging sign kit 24” x any length 24” x length 1” from top and bottom

accessor ies
IN-GROUND BANNER POST SET

Lightweight and easy to assemble, banners attach to the 4’ tall 
frame using ball bungees attached through grommets in the banner.
Banner posts allow for adjustable width.

COMMON SIZES TEMPLATE MARGINS

3’ x 6’ 36” x 72” 1” from edge

4’ x 8’ 48” x 96” 1” from edge

4’ x 10’ 48” x 120” 1” from edge

NOTES: *SPECIAL ORDER ITEM: Allow 3-5 days for In-Ground Banner Frame shipping. Grommets and ball bungees sold separately.  
Vinyl banners require a 1” bleed for seaming. Text should be kept at least 2.5” from the edge. 

RETRACTABLE BANNER STAND
A cost effective system for short term signage or promotions. 
Designed for easy transport and installation. One- or two-sided*.

PRODUCT TEMPLATE VISIBLE AREA TEXT MARGINS

economy silver 33” x 82.5” 33” x 80” 1” (top, L, R), 2.5” (bottom)

premium silver 36” x 96” ** 36” x 93.5” 1” (top, L, R), 2.5” (bottom)

premium black 36” x 96” ** 36” x 93.5” 1” (top, L, R), 2.5” (bottom)

NOTES: MATERIALS: Vinyl Banner, Polypropylene Banner. *Only premium 36” banner stands come in two-sided option.  
All banner stands are reusable. **Premium banner stands are adjustable from 60” H - 96” H. 

TRISTAND BANNER STAND
This carry-on luggage-sized pole and grommet system allows 
banners to be changed out quickly with simple thumbscrews. 
Banner stand is adjustable and can hold banners of two sizes.

PRODUCT TEMPLATE VISIBLE AREA TEXT MARGINS

tristand banner 
stand (black)

24” x 60” or
24” x 70”

24” x 60” or
24” x 70”

1” (all sides)

NOTES:  MATERIALS: Vinyl Banner, Polypropylene Banner*. 
*Polypropylene banner recommended only for 2 weeks or shorter displays due to curling of the material in humid conditions.

HANGING SIGN KIT

NOTES:  MATERIALS: Polystyrene 0.030, Polystyrene 0.040 NoLite Silverback, 80# Cover, 14pt C2S, 24pt C2S
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FLOOR SIGN HOLDER
This freestanding black or chrome display holds a 22” x 28”poster 
and can be easily changed out. 

PRODUCT TEMPLATE VISIBLE AREA MARGINS

sign holder (black) 22” x 28” 21.5” x 27.5” 1” (top, bottom, L,R)

sign holder (silver) 22” x 28” 21.5” x 27.5” 1” (top, bottom, L,R)

NOTES: MATERIALS: Corrugated Plastic, Gator Board, Polystyrene 0.040, 24pt C2S, Foam Board.  
Materials charged by the square foot; second side printing not included.

accessor ies

METAL OUTDOOR SIGN FRAME
Durable, long-lasting sign frames that can accommodate aluminum, 
plastic, or polystyrene signs. Some sizes available with a rider.

PRODUCT TEMPLATE VISIBLE AREA TEXT MARGINS

18” x 24” frame 18” x 24” 17.5” x 23.5” 1” from outside edge

24” x 24” frame 24” x 24” 23.5” x 23.5” 1” from outside edge

24” x 36” frame 24” x 36” 23.5” x 35.5” 1” from outside edge

NOTES: MATERIALS: Corrugated Plastic, Gator Board, Polystyrene 0.040, Aluminum Composite (white or brushed).   
Materials charged by the square foot; second side printing not included.

SANDWICH BOARD
This durable plastic, double-sided sign stand allows for a quick 
change of 24” x 36” signs—both indoors and out.

PRODUCT TEMPLATE VISIBLE AREA TEXT MARGINS

sandwich board 24” x 36” 100% visibility 1” from outside edge

NOTES: MATERIALS: 14pt C2S, Polystyrene 0.010, Polypropylene Banner, PVC.  
Materials charged by the square foot; double-sided tape and mounting not included.

H STAKES
Simple and economical, yard signs slide directly onto stake without 
any required mounting hardware. (Corrugated Plastic only.)

PRODUCT VISIBLE AREA TEXT MARGINS

30” stake 100% visibility 1” from outside edge

15” stake 100% visibility 1” from outside edge

NOTES: Suggested sizes: 12” x 18” |  18” x 24”  |  22” x 28” MATERIALS: Corrugated Plastic.  
Materials charged by the square foot; second side printing not included.
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accessor ies
TRADE SHOW POP DISPLAY

This pop-up display collapses down with the frame to within a duffel-
sized bag. With no assembly required, the set-up takes only a few 
minutes. The end caps add an additional 22” of viewable graphic.

PRODUCT MATERIALS VISIBLE AREA MARGINS

pop-up display polypropylene banner 91” x 88” 6” for text is best

NOTES: *SPECIAL ORDER ITEM: Allow 3-5 days for Trade Show Pop Display shipping.Includes: 3 display lights, channel bars, and wheeled carrying case. 
All cases are high quality, injection molded plastic and includes a padded protective bag. Case can be used as a pedestal.

CUSTOM CUTTING
Custom cut rigid materials into most shapes. Allow 1 extra business 
day for cutting. 

PRODUCT MAX SIZE THICKNESS CUT MARGINS

CNC cutting 4’ x 8’ 3/16” or thicker 1” from material edge

NOTES:
MATERIALS: Aluminum, Corrugated Plastic, Polystyrene, PVC, Foam PVC, Foam Board, Gator Board, Acrylic. 
CNC Cutting removes 1/8” of material from the product. Bleeds should be at least 0.25”.

DOUBLE L SIGN HOLDER
This durable sign holder makes changing signs out easy! With no 
assembly required, and no bolts or clips, the set-up takes only a few 
minutes. Sign holder is for use with 1/2” Foam Board.

PRODUCT MATERIALS SIZE MARGINS

double L sign 
holder

1/2” foam board 36” wide
up to 84” tall

6” from bottom

MAILING TUBE

PRODUCT DIAMETER COLOR

24” cardboard mailing tube 3” white

36” cardboard mailing tube 3” white

42” cardboard mailing tube 3” white

BALL BUNGEES

PRODUCT MATERIAL LENGTH

white elastic ball bungee plastic/elastic 6”

black elastic ball bungee plastic/elastic 6”
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EASEL BACKS
Create an instant display for signs, photos and presentations. 
Double-wing design adds stability for short-term displays. Custom 
sizing available. 

Quik Print offers a wide assortment of hanging, mounting, and 
display accessories for any wide-format project you create. Choose 
from our selection of tape, velcro, magnet, zip ties, and stand-off 
mounts to showcase your latest design.

PRODUCT THICKNESS COLOR

7” easel back 0.040” white

9” easel back 0.040” white

18” easel back 0.090” white

24” easel back 0.090” white

36” easel back 0.090” white

48” easel back 0.090” white

PRODUCT SIZE SOLD BY

velcro (white)* 1” wide linear foot

velcro (black)* 1” wide linear foot

magnetic strip 1” wide linear foot

foam mounting tape** 1” wide linear foot

zip ties (clear) 10” long pack of 8

stand-off mounts (brushed)† 3” long x 1.625 pack of 4

NOTES:

  *velcro includes both hook and loop sides . Peel back the paper covering to stick the adhesive to your project.
**foam mounting tape has adhesive on both sides. Stick one side to your printed material and the other side to the mounting surface.
     †Additional stand-off mount sizes and colors available as a special order item. Expect up to 5 days for delivery.

accessor ies

WIND SLITS

MATERIAL BANNER SIZE NUMBER OF SLITS

vinyl banner 2’ - 3’ wide 2 rows of slits

vinyl banner 4’ - 5’ wide 3 rows of slits

Wind slits are eight inch half radius cuts, and are placed every 
16 - 20 inches apart on your vinyl banner.  



+Display

AIRPORT
4233 Charter Ave
Oklahoma City, OK 73108
405 943 3222
charter@qpokc.com

NW EXPRESSWAY
3403 NW Expressway
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
405 840 3275
expressway@qpokc.com

UPTOWN
406 NW 23rd St
Oklahoma City, OK 73103
405 528 7976
nw23@qpokc.com

STILLWATER
514 S Washington St
Stillwater, OK 74074
405 372 8099
stillwater@qpokc.com

THE VILLAGE
10637 N May Ave
Oklahoma City, OK 73120 
405 751 5315 
may@qpokc.com

DOWNTOWN
119 N Robinson
Oklahoma City, OK 73102
405 232 7579
robinson@qpokc.com

BROADWAY EXTENSION
401 W Wilshire Blvd
Oklahoma City, OK 73116
405 843 9820
wilshire@qpokc.com

HOURS
Monday – Friday
8am – 5:30pm

qpokc.com


